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  THE BIG  IDEA 
Tick, tock, tick, tock – the hands on the clock never stop. From 

the moment we are born, from toddler to teen, middle age to 

elderly, time stops for no man. Find out what happens to our 

bodies and brains as we grow older, and how do we cope with 

these changes. How long does a human baby take to grow 

inside the womb? Does it take longer than an elephant calf? Or 

a kitten? Take a good look at yourself. How has your face 

changed since you were a baby and how will it change as you 

grow older? Can you photograph it, change it, age it? And what 

would happen if the clock struck 13? In Tom’s Midnight Garden, 

he travels to the past. What an adventure! Imagine you could 

time travel too. Where would you go and what would you like to 

see? Will you head back to your past or into your future? You 

decide. Tick, tock, tick, tock – the hands on the clock never 

stop!  

Welcome to Term 6 Class Picasso! 

 

We’ve definitely had a very strange time 

over the past few terms. Hopefully we’ll 

get to see each other again before the 

end of the year. 

 

In the meantime, keep up the good work. 

Do as much as you can without 

becoming too stressed. It’s important to 

try and keep up with what the rest of the 

class is doing, but it’s also important to not 

be too hard on yourself if you’ve slipped a 

little. Just pick it back up and continue 

where you left off! 

 

I’ll carry on setting daily work for you until 

there is any significant change in 

guidance.  

 

As part of PSHEe this term, we will be 

covering the topics of Puberty and 

Conception under the umbrella of SRE 

(Sex and Relations Education). I have 

placed this slightly later in the term than 

originally planned, in the hope that we 

are back together  by then. There will be 

a letter coming home with more 

information on this nearer the time.  

 

For those of you who have not yet signed 

up to Tapestry, please see the original 

email or call the school office for more 

information. It would be lovely to hear 

from more of you! Thank you to those who 

are uploading regularly. Just a quick 

reminder: one or two key pieces of work 

and/ or some photos of tasks a week is 

sufficient, 

 

Take care! 

 

 In Science we will be finding out about:   

 Human change and development  

 Human lifecycle including reproduction 

 reaction times of people of different ages 

 
In DT we will be finding out about:  

 Selecting materials  

 Combining materials 

 Working to a specific design brief 

 
In Humanities we will be finding out about:  

 Changes over the last century 

 Changes in the local community 

 
In Computing we will be finding out about:  

 Digital portraits  

 Data logging  

 Online research  
 
In Art and Design we will be finding out about: 

 Photography  

 Great artists – Andy Warhol and Salvador Dali  

 Collage  
 

In PSHEe we will be finding out about: 

 Puberty  

 Conception 

 Setting personal targets  

 Feeling positive  



ENGLISH 

  Our  key  text for Term 6 is Tom’s Midnight Garden by Philippa 

Pearce  

 

Some children may have seen TV/ film adaptations of this story. It is 

set in two different time periods and follows the story of Tom. Tom 

foresees a lonely summer spent with his aunt and uncle to avoid 

catching his brother’s measles. One night the grandfather clock in 

the hall strikes thirteen. This signals Tom’s entry into a beautiful 

garden where he meets Hatty. As their friendship develops, Tom 

becomes increasingly reluctant to leave the garden. A classic 

timeslip story.  

 

Our writing this term will be focused around poetry and leaflet 

writing. We will spend some time revising grammar, punctuation 

and spelling later in the term. 

MATHS 

 Of the work set each day, children should start by going through the Powerpoint slides. These will introduce the that 

day’s learning in ‘fluency’ activities initially. These are more straightforward questions designed to allow children the 

opportunity of practising a skill. I have tried to add ‘tips’ and explanations to the slides to help children to 

understand them if they aren’t clear.  

 Children can then select walking (Developing), Jogging (Expected), or running (Greater Depth) fluency questions to 

complete.  

 They can then mark their work using the answer sheets. Children should correct any errors they’ve made and show 

their working out to get to the correct answer. 

 This process can then be repeated with the ‘Reasoning and Problem Solving’ slides and activities, which are more 

challenging and are designed to deepen children’s understanding. 

 Use a common-sense approach to the work: if children fly through an activity, ask them to try the next level of 

challenge. If they’ve found the ‘Walking’ level of fluency questions difficult then perhaps stop there for the day. 

There’s no right or wrong amount of work to do. 

 We will begin the term by continuing to learn about shape. We will then move on to  learning about position and 

direction, converting units and then volume at the end of the term. 

CALCULATION METHODS 

ADDITION SUBTRACTION MULTIPLICATION DIVISION 

Column addition of whole 

numbers and decimal num-

bers 

Column subtraction method 

using exchanging  

 

Short multiplication method 

using carrying 

 

Short division method  

 

CLASS ROUTINES: 

HOMEWORK: 

Children's home learning will be set on a Thursday and it should be completed by the following Wednes-

day. It can be marked using the answer section at the back of the book. Home learning is alternated 

weekly: 

 

Week 2: Reading CGP Book & Spellings 

Week 3: Maths CGP Book & Times tables  

I have found the greatest support that parents/carers can do at home is: Reading collaboratively (10 

minutes per day), times tables practise and individual spelling booklet practise. 

 

 


